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Meme Definition
● Meme: An element of culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one to another 

by non-genetic means, especially imitation.

● Meme (Internet): A humorous image, video or, piece of text etc. that’s copied with slight variations and spread 

rapidly between internet users.



Why It Spread?
● Every year Twitter users create new Spongebob memes.

○ Gained popularity weeks after the “Evil Patrick” Meme.

○ “Tired Spongebob” meme immediately followed.

● “Krusty Krab” and “Chum Bucket” are two competing fictional restaurants. 

❖ Spongebob works at the Krusty Krab. 

❖ Plankton (evil character) wants to steal the secret recipe from the krabby patty. 

How does it work?

Users replace the signs on each restaurant and photoshop something they like over the “Krusty Krab” and 

something they dislike over the “Chum Bucket.”  

❖ Easy to replicate and personalize.

❖ Inspires rivalries and competition, in a comedic fashion.

 



Why It Spread? (cont.)

❖ First major sighting of the meme was March 9th, 2018 on Twitter from the user 
@yungdavidbackhm.

❖ Within a week multiple other tweets also went viral utilizing the meme.
❖ Over the next few days, several media outlets covered the meme including 

BuzzFeed, Complex,  The Daily Dot, Mashable, etc. 
❖ March 17th, 2018 Twitter published a moments page discussing the meme.



First Signs of The Meme: Part #1

Earliest Origins:

❖ February 2016 by iFunny user - SandpaperCondomsV5.
❖ Received more than 260 upvotes.



First Signs of The Meme:: Part #2

1st Viral Spread:

❖ March 9th by Twitter user @yungdavidbeckhm.
❖ Received more than 31,000 retweets and 39,000 likes.



Viral Take Off



“Spreadable” vs. “Viral”
1. This meme is “Spreadable” because people can edit it and share it on their own 

pages.

2. It is viral because so many people have done so.

3. If people could not edit it to make it their own, it would not be spreadable.



“Spreadable” vs. “Viral” cont.

Viral Media:

● “Both unlimiting and all encompassing”

● Distinct practices: word of mouth, mashes, remixes, pop-ups.

● Reality of communication --ideas become transformed, repurposed, or disorted

Spreadable Media:

●  “Purity of message”

● Model emphasizes the activity of consumers, “multipliers,” that shape the circulation of media content.

● Potential to expand meanings and open brands to unanticipated new markets

● Doesn’t focus on the direct replication of a “meme”

(Jenkins, 2009)



Online Meme Communities 

● Like many other memes, the Krusty Krab vs. Chum Bucket 
quickly went viral on Twitter 
○ Followed the “Angry Patrick” meme.

○ Quickly spread to other social media sites .

● KK vs. Chum Bucket could not have spread if it wasn’t for 
Twitter and other social media platforms
○ Twitter and other social media sites keep domesticating our society.

○ Meme invokes a higher participatory culture. 

○ Increased ability for users to share and interact their opinions.

○ More personal gratification/pride.

○ Easy to photo edit.



Examples:





Lastly…..



 Impact On Society

● Businesses are incorporating  the meme.

● Used to compare two similar things.

● Starts controversy and adds to existing 
debates.

● No use so far in political debates.

 



Outback Steakhouse Vs Texas Roadhouse



Questions?
Thank you!


